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Presentation Objectives
•

•

•

Provide an overview of typical rural
CTP process for forecasting growth
Explain background factors affecting
decision to use CommunityViz model
in Lee County
Explain data needs and general steps
in process to use CommunityViz as
part of growth forecast

•

•

Highlight the challenges and lessons
learned from the pilot test with Lee
County
Provide helpful hints regarding
whether or not this type of analysis
tool might be useful in your
circumstances
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How is Growth Typically Forecast for Rural Areas?
If your CTP study area does not have a travel demand
model and is relatively rural (no large/major towns)
then you will probably just do a trendline analysis of
past AADTs to forecast future traffic growth.
•

•

A “fancier” version of this type of trendline
projection is to modify the growth rates on certain
roads where land use changes are expected (for
example, a road with flat historic traffic levels, but
where a new development is planned).
This is a relatively simple but unsophisticated
method, and is best suited to less built-up and
lower-growth areas.
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How is Growth Typically Forecast for Rural Areas?
If you are working with a more developed area, then
you will likely be developing a travel demand model for
the CTP analysis. Sometimes this might cover the
whole study area (such as a county), or it might only
cover a portion of the study area (such as a large town).
•

•

•

As part of the Travel Demand Modeling process, it
is necessary to develop base year and future year
socioeconomic data for each zone within the
model.
At its most basic, this consists of the total number
of households within each zone now and in the
future, and the total number of employees (broken
into various categories) in each zone now and in
the future.
There are several different ways this data is often
generated…
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Usual Methods of Forecasting SE Data
Documenting Known Development Projects
This involves creating a list of known (or
speculative) development projects within
the study area and assigning the appropriate
amount of growth to each zone in the model
(example: South Park Village is in TAZ 58 and
is expected to have 500 homes and 100 retail
employees)
Designating Areas of High/Medium/Low
Growth
Another method is to categorize each zone
in the model as either high, medium, or low
growth; then use a formula to spread growth
accordingly across all zones (example: assign
60% of growth proportionally to high growth

zones, 30% to medium growth zones, and
10% to low growth zones)
Assigning Growth to Similar Existing Areas
In this method, you assume that future
housing and employment growth will
happen in similar areas to where it has
happened in the past (example: the study
area has 1000 existing retail jobs located in
two zones; the projected 100 future new jobs
will be located in the same areas)
Making an Educated Guess
Sometimes this is the best option for a
community. But it can be difficult to
document and defend.
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Why Do a CommunityViz Model?
When starting the Lee County CTP, we faced
a few common issues:
•

•

•

And we had a few items in our favor:
•

Anticipation of future growth in a
county with relatively flat growth in
the past
A larger town (Sanford), with a
relatively complex street network,
necessitating use of a travel demand
model
No existing models covering the area
(either from past CTPs or from nearby
MPOs/regional models)

•

The Triangle Regional Model (nearby)
had recently gone through a
CommunityViz modeling process that
we could borrow elements from
Lee County, Sanford, and Broadway
had recently completed a new land
use plan with land use categories that
matched well with the placetypes
used in the Triangle CommunityViz
model
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The Basics of the CommunityViz Model
There are three main steps in the CommunityViz
modeling process:
1.

Land Capacity – the amount of growth (housing or
employment) that any particular parcel of land can
accommodate
Constraints + Place Types + Development Status

2.

Site Suitability – the attractiveness of a location for
development
Transport Access + Activity Centers +
Environmental Features + Utility Services

3.

Growth Allocation – the modeled location of
growth, as calculated by CommunityViz
Control Total + Committed/Asserted Development
+ Randomness
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Land Capacity
Development Constraints
•

In Lee County, this was primarily undevelopable
park land

Parcel Place Types
•

•

Crosswalk between place types in land use plan and
those in Triangle CommunityViz framework; good
matches in most cases
Tried to match to the place type that was best fit
for land use type and density, without making
major changes to the place type categories

Development Status
•

•

Marked parcels as ‘Developed’, ‘Undeveloped’ or
‘Underdeveloped’
Based on combination of parcel GIS data (for
example, residential parcels under 10 acres with
structures on them were tagged as developed) and
confirmation using aerial photos
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Parcel Place Types & Development Status
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Parcel Capacity for Growth
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Site Suitability
We borrowed the suitability factor/weight model from
the next-door Triangle region
Developed data layers of:
•

Regional & Community Centers (proximity to point)

•

Town Centers (proximity to point)

•

Major Intersections (proximity to point)

•

Interchanges (proximity to point)

•

Major Roads (proximity to line)

•

Sewer Service Areas (overlap to polygon)

•

Floodplains (overlap to polygon)

•

Voluntary Agricultural Districts (overlap to polygon)

•

City Limits & ETJ (overlap to polygon)
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Site Suitability
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Growth Allocation – Control Totals
It starts with an expected control total for growth:
•

•

•

We often use the state demographer’s county
growth estimates for this purpose, but these
historically tend to underestimate growth in Lee
County
We chose to use the projection method that the
local area had used for its land use plan, and
extrapolated that line out to the horizon year for
the CTP
For employment growth, we chose to use the
percentage growth rate for Lee County forecast by
Woods & Poole through the horizon year, and
applied this growth rate to the base year data

Growth Forecast (2016-2045):
•

15,941 added people (6,009 added households)

•

7,940 added jobs
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Growth Allocation – Committed/Asserted
•

•

•

We account for development that is already known
and/or underway by “hard-coding” this growth into
the model as committed or asserted growth
This growth is then subtracted from the growth
total that will be allocated by the CommunityViz
model, and is subtracted from the available growth
capacity of individual parcels
For Lee County, we hard-coded:
•

•

•

18 proposed or underway housing
developments
1,653 single-family homes & 728 multi-family
homes (2,381 total)

This left 3,628 households to be allocated by the
CommunityViz model
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Growth Allocation - Randomness
•

•

•

•

•

The CommunityViz model for growth allocation
includes a setting that allows for randomness, so
that it will not just be based entirely on the
suitability score
The setting ranges from 0 (entirely based on
suitability) to 10 (entirely random)
Randomness modifies the parcel suitability scores
by adding or subtracting a random number
between 0 and the randomization setting squared
Setting the randomness too low results in clustering
the growth in a few pockets with the highest
suitability scores – setting the randomness too high
results in disregarding the suitability analysis and
makes it very difficult to replicate results
Lee County explored settings of both 3 & 4, but
ultimately selected 3 since it matched practice with
the Triangle region and seemed reasonable
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Growth Allocation
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Growth Allocation
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Growth Allocation
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Challenges & Lessons Learned
•

•

•

Need to account for suitability factors located
outside/beyond your study area
Timing questions related to committed and/or
asserted development – what counts, and
when?
Understanding that the results will change
every time you re-run the model – resisting
the urge to continuously tinker

Need to set expectations up front about:
•

•

Timing/deadlines and number of reruns
Important projects that locals believe
need to be reflected in results (should
consider hard-coding these in order
to avoid re-do loops) – creates
believability issues with results
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Might This be Right for My Area?
Do you…
•

•

•
•

•

Have (or expect to have) a travel demand model for
your CTP study?
Have access to GIS data showing future land uses
(that you could use for determining parcel place
types)?
Anticipate a fair bit of growth in the community?
Want to avoid disagreements among stakeholders
about the proper way to manually forecast growth?
Have decent GIS skills?

Then the answer may be

YES!
tarpo.org
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Questions at End of Session
Thanks for Listening!
mday@tjcog.org
www.tarpo.org
@tjcognc

